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St Edmund’s Railway Engine

St Edmund 86430
From an Anglian Railways (appropriately)
Class 156 diesel multiple unit no. 416.
Class 86/4 No. 86430 Saint Edmund at Ipswich on 13th July 2002 on hire to
Freightliner. New to traffic as E3105 on 19th June 1965 after being built at
Doncaster Works and under TOPS became 86030 on 15th February 1974, then
86430 on 27th February 1987. The AL6 was withdrawn on 29th July 2005 and
cut up at CF Booth, Rotherham by 10th December 2005.
The Saint Edmund name plate was bought recently by Theo Marsh, who attended
St Edmund’s church as a child, and returns annually to mark the anniversaries of
his parents, Harry and Kathleen Marsh.
It was donated by the train operating company Porterbrook Ltd. for auction in
December 2021, proceeds to “The Railway Children” charity.

NB. Total Operations Processing System (TOPS) is a computer system for managing railway locomotives and rolling stock, known for many years of use in the
United Kingdom. TOPS was originally developed between the Southern Pacific
Railroad (SP) and Stanford University and IBM as a replacement for paper-based
systems for managing rail logistics.

“Such fun …… “
*Used by the great Patricia Hodge in ‘Miranda’ (on
TV).*
Please note that to comply with printing dates, this
rubbishy article is being written on the 11th July, so
events may have overtaken us, but in such exciting
times, who cares?
Sitting in my luxurious and palatial office suite (little
bedroom
really), finding something to write about in turbulent
times of
integrity and honesty; defamation cases by the rich and
famous; gives me great scope. As the natural and probably only person in Gornal able to take on the role created by the late ‘Marjorie
Proops’ of the Daily Mirror of yesteryear (I have some big specs) and
don’t pretend you are too young to remember that wonderful gossip
columnist!
The date of the 11th July is when then names of the candidates for
the election for a new leader of the Conservative Party will be/have
been announced. At just before midnight on this date at least 12 MPs
have ‘thrown their hats into the ring’. All promising tax cuts and
spending cuts etc. Err, you have been an MP supporting tax rises etc,
and most of the candidates seem to have the junior school attitude
of denial “it whor me Miss”. With ministers etc leaving the
government and coming back next day reminds of that most elegant
dance (?) but not seen so far on Come Dancing ‘The Hokey Cokey’ “in
out, in out” and so on. I know he is no longer with us, but one of the
stars of my favourite tv show ‘Heartbeat’ was Bill Maynard who
played the scruffy near-do-well looking to make a quick shilling or
two by dubious means ‘Claude Jeremiah Greengrass’. He would have
given credibility and style to the line up of semi-Pinocchios all trying
to prove to Party members only they will tell the truth (you are
forbidden to laugh). I might add at this point that I am not a member
of that voting band.
The price of margarine/semi butter seems to be going through the
supermarket roofs. Not snobbish, but I actually once bought one of

the butter alternatives – and whatever the adverts say, in no
way does it taste like butter, even on burned toast! Butter is one
of my treats, I just can’t afford to spread it too thickly.
I find it appalling that our courts are being used by the rich of this
country or actors/actresses from the USA or those who have
chosen to say by-bye to their families here taking up court time to
settle petty (to me) “You said this” “But you said that” and
spending millions of pounds in the process. One American star (he
shall be nameless) at the end of his successful trial allegedly took
a party of 20 to a Birmingham Curry Restaurant and spent
£50,000 on the meal. The owner said it included a large tip, which
was good for the staff. However, the diners already booked had
their meal cancelled! Tut Tut!
I am thankful that we at St Edmunds and most other churches
support the food banks instead of wasting millions making the
higher-up in the legal profession even richer, not the juniors,
because they are threatening to strike for a living wage! “Such
fun”.
The adverts on tele are seeming to have more and more gambling
games pushed at the gullible public. I’m not gullible enough to
gamble when the odds and results are set by the extremely
wealthy companies who operate them. Interesting to see that the
adverts aways have a little line somewhere just before the advert
finishes saying “Gamble responsibly.” Also angry with my friend
(just pretending) Neil Diamond for allowing his great song “Sweet
Caroline” to be used, thereby giving credibility to a mug’s game.
In Dudley town centre today (Monday 11th July) saw an
astonishingly great scene – a street artist carving animals from
sand! I kid you not. Just hope that he wasn’t there when the tide
came in.
I’ve had a wonderful time writing this, but have calmed it down
so that anyone of a nervous disposition (like me) will not lose any
sleep at night.
JH.
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